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plored by combining models and further empirical data, but geology offers a stronger constraint
because circumstances under which sulfate can
be preserved in terrestrial sedimentary records
are uncommon.
Although various aspects of Neoproterozoic
glaciations are intensely disputed (25), our results
confirm a profound difference from Phanerozoic
ice ages. A near-global distribution of glaciated
continents during the Marinoan phase ending
~ 635 million years ago is supported by evidence
of low palaeomagnetic latitudes (26). The snowball Earth model (27) predicts a progressive accumulation of volcanic volatiles in the atmosphere
that are not removed by weathering until the rapid
demise of the ice age as the ice-albedo feedback
reverses. If sulfate with large negative ∆17O signals
derived from oxidative weathering could only be
generated in a large quantity after melting of the
“snowball” and exposure of continents, then the
diamictites above W2 had to be deposited during
final glacial retreat, a hypothesis that should prompt
a re-examination of their sedimentology. The alternative “slushball” model, in which parts of the
ocean area are ice-free (28), would also permit accumulation of sulfate from prolonged oxidative
weathering in certain continental “oases” where
arid but cold conditions prevailed. This study provides an effective way to study the dynamics of
sedimentation and atmospheric-hydrospherebiosphere interactions during a global glaciation
and highlights the need for further stratigraphically constrained ∆17OSO4 data on continental
carbonate precipitates to ground-truth flux-balance
models.
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Why Peer Discussion Improves
Student Performance on In-Class
Concept Questions
M. K. Smith,1* W. B. Wood,1 W. K. Adams,2 C. Wieman,2,3 J. K. Knight,1 N. Guild,1 T. T. Su1
When students answer an in-class conceptual question individually using clickers, discuss
it with their neighbors, and then revote on the same question, the percentage of correct answers
typically increases. This outcome could result from gains in understanding during discussion, or
simply from peer influence of knowledgeable students on their neighbors. To distinguish between
these alternatives in an undergraduate genetics course, we followed the above exercise with a
second, similar (isomorphic) question on the same concept that students answered individually.
Our results indicate that peer discussion enhances understanding, even when none of the students
in a discussion group originally knows the correct answer.
n undergraduate science courses, conceptual
questions that students answer using personal
response systems or “clickers” are promoted
as a means to increase student learning [e.g. (1, 2)],
often through peer instruction (PI) (3). Instructors
using this approach break up their lectures with
multiple-choice questions to test understanding
of the concepts being presented. When PI is used,
students are first asked to answer a question in-
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dividually, and then a histogram of their responses may be displayed to the class. If there is
substantial disagreement among responses, students are invited to discuss questions briefly with
their neighbors and then revote before the correct
answer is revealed. The instructor then displays
the new histogram and explains the reasoning
behind the correct answer. Most instructors report
that the percentage of correct answers, as well as
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students’ confidence in their answers, almost
always increases after peer discussion (2–4).
It is generally assumed that active engagement of students during discussion with peers,
some of whom know the correct answer, leads to
increased conceptual understanding, resulting in
improved performance after PI. However, there is
an alternative explanation: that students do not in
fact learn from the discussion, but simply choose
the answer most strongly supported by neighbors
they perceive to be knowledgeable. We sought to
distinguish between these alternatives, using an
additional, similar clicker question that students
answered individually to test for gains in understanding. Our results indicate that peer discussion
enhances understanding, even when none of the
students in a discussion group originally knows
the correct answer.
In an undergraduate introductory genetics
course for biology majors at the University of
Colorado–Boulder (additional demographic in1
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to the clicker questions, so that students had an
incentive to take clicker questions seriously.
Sixteen times during the semester we assessed
how much students learned from peer discussion by using a paired set of similar (isomorphic)
clicker questions. Isomorphic questions have different “cover stories,” but require application of

Fig. 1. The percentage of students
who can correctly answer a question as individuals increases after
peer discussion of a similar (isomorphic) question. Q1: One question of an isomorphic pair was
voted on individually; Q1ad: the
same question was voted on again
after peer discussion; Q2: the
second isomorphic question was
voted on individually. (A) Results
for all 16 question pairs were
averaged for each individual (n =
350 students), and the class averages of these scores are shown. (B)
The 16 paired questions were
grouped according to difficulty based
on the percentage of correct answers
for Q1 (five easy questions, seven
medium questions, and four difficult
questions), and performance results
were again averaged for each individual (n = 343 students for easy,
344 for medium, and 337 for difficult) before computing the averages
shown. Error bars show the SEM.
Table 1. Mean differences between Q1, Q1ad, and Q2. The SEM is in parentheses.
Question category

Q1ad – Q1* (%)

Q2 − Q1* (%)

Q2 − Q1ad* (%)

All questions
Easy questions
Medium questions
Difficult questions

16(1)
16(1)
15(1)
16(2)

21(1)
12(2)
16(2)
38(2)

5(1)
−4(1)†
1(1)†
22(2)

*Mean values are the averages of the differences between Q1ad-Q1, Q2-Q1, and Q2-Q1ad for each student.
improvement between these questions.

†

No significant

Fig. 2. Breakdown of student responses for the pool of 16 Q1, Q1ad, and Q2 questions. Percentages of
the category are connected by arrows from the preceding line. Underlined entries represent students who
initially did not answer Q1 correctly but did so after group discussion; entries with an asterisk represent
students who did not answer either Q1 or Q1ad correctly, but nevertheless were able to correctly answer
the isomorphic question Q2. Of the 32 questions in our 16 question pairs, 7 had 5 answer choices, 5 had 4
choices, 3 had 3 choices, and 1 had 2 choices.
www.sciencemag.org
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the same principles or concepts for solution (5, 6).
Sample isomorphic question pairs are shown in
fig. S1. In class, students were first asked to answer one question of the pair individually (Q1).
Then they were invited to discuss the question
with their neighbors and revote on the same question (Q1ad for “Q1 after discussion”). Finally, students were asked to answer the second isomorphic
question, again individually (Q2). Neither the answers to the two questions (Q1/Q1ad and Q2) nor
the histograms of student answers were revealed
until after the voting on Q2, so that there was
minimal instructor or whole-course peer influence
on the Q2 responses. The isomorphic questions
were randomly assigned as Q1/Q1ad or Q2 after
both questions were written. Data analysis was
limited to students who answered all three questions
of an isomorphic pair with a total of 350 students
participating in the study (7) (see supporting
online text).
Two results indicate that most students
learned from the discussion of Q1. First, using
data pooled from individual mean scores on Q1,
Q1ad, and Q2 for all 16 question pairs, the average percentage correct for Q2 was significantly
higher than for Q1 and Q1ad (Fig. 1A and Table
1). Second, of the students who answered Q1
incorrectly and Q1ad correctly, 77% answered Q2
correctly (Fig. 2). This result suggests that most
students who initially did not understand a concept were able to apply information they learned
during the group discussion and correctly answer
an isomorphic question. In contrast, almost all
students who answered Q1 correctly, presumably
because they understood the concept initially, did
not change their votes on Q1ad and went on to
answer Q2 correctly (Fig. 2).
In addition, students who answered both Q1
and Q1ad incorrectly still appeared to learn from
discussions with peers and answering a second
question on the same topic. Of these students,
44% answered Q2 correctly, significantly better
than expected from random guessing (Fig. 2; on
average, the questions in our 16 isomorphic pairs
had four answer choices each). This result was
unexpected because when students answered
Q2, they had not been told the correct answer to
Q1/Q1ad, had not seen histograms of student responses, and had not discussed Q2 with their
peers. We speculate that when this group of students discussed Q1, they were making sense of
the information, but were unable to apply their
new knowledge until presented with a fresh question on the same concept (Q2). There may also
be a learning benefit to considering successive
clicker questions on the same topic (8).
Although the difficulty of the question pairs
varied, as judged by the percentage of correct
answers on Q1 (see supporting online text), students performed significantly better on Q1ad and
Q2 compared to Q1 for each difficulty level (Fig.
1B and Table 1). On the most difficult questions
there was another significant increase between
Q1ad and Q2, suggesting that there was an additional delayed benefit to the group discussions.
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formation in table S1), we asked an average of
five clicker questions per 50-min class throughout the semester and encouraged students to
discuss questions with their neighbors. Students
were given participation points for answering
clicker questions, regardless of whether their answers were correct. Exam questions were similar
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active learning in a lecture class. Our findings are
consistent with earlier demonstrations of social
learning, including the value of discussion with
peers (9–13). The significant increases in performance between Q1 and Q1ad confirm results
from earlier classroom studies (2–4). In addition,
we have presented new evidence showing that
these increases result primarily from student
gains in conceptual understanding rather than
simply from peer influence.
Previous explanations for the value of PI have
maintained the “transmissionist” view (14) that
during discussion, students who know the right
answer are explaining the correct reasoning to
their less knowledgeable peers, who consequently
improve their performance on the revote (3, 4).
Our finding that even students in naïve groups
improve their performance after discussion suggests a more constructivist explanation: that these
students are arriving at conceptual understanding
on their own, through the process of group discussion and debate.
Some instructors who use clicker questions
skip peer discussion entirely, believing that instructor explanation of the correct reasoning will
be more clear and accurate than an explanation
by peers, and will therefore lead to more student
learning. Although our current work does not
directly compare the benefits of instructor versus
peer explanation, research in physics has shown
that instructor explanations often fail to produce
gains in conceptual understanding (15). We have
shown that peer discussion can effectively promote such understanding. Furthermore, justifying
an explanation to a fellow student and skeptically

Regulation of Neuronal
Survival Factor MEF2D by
Chaperone-Mediated Autophagy
Qian Yang,1 Hua She,1 Marla Gearing,2 Emanuela Colla,3 Michael Lee,3
John J. Shacka,4 Zixu Mao1,2*
Chaperone-mediated autophagy controls the degradation of selective cytosolic proteins
and may protect neurons against degeneration. In a neuronal cell line, we found that
chaperone-mediated autophagy regulated the activity of myocyte enhancer factor 2D (MEF2D),
a transcription factor required for neuronal survival. MEF2D was observed to continuously shuttle
to the cytoplasm, interact with the chaperone Hsc70, and undergo degradation. Inhibition of
chaperone-mediated autophagy caused accumulation of inactive MEF2D in the cytoplasm.
MEF2D levels were increased in the brains of a-synuclein transgenic mice and patients with
Parkinson’s disease. Wild-type a-synuclein and a Parkinson’s disease–associated mutant disrupted
the MEF2D-Hsc70 binding and led to neuronal death. Thus, chaperone-mediated autophagy
modulates the neuronal survival machinery, and dysregulation of this pathway is associated with
Parkinson’s disease.
n neurodegenerative diseases, certain populations of adult neurons are gradually lost because
of toxic stress. The four myocyte enhancer factor 2 (MEF2) transcription factors, MEF2A to
MEF2D, have been shown to play an important
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role in the survival of several types of neurons, and
a genetic polymorphism of the MEF2A gene has
been linked to the risk of late onset of Alzheimer’s
disease (1–3). In cellular models, inhibition of
MEF2s contributes to neuronal death. Enhancing
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examining the explanation of a peer provide valuable opportunities for students to develop the
communicative and metacognitive skills that are
crucial components of disciplinary expertise.
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MEF2 activity protects neurons from death in
vitro and in the substantia nigra pars compacta in a
mouse model of Parkinson’s disease (PD) (4). Neurotoxic insults cause MEF2 degradation in part by a
caspase-dependent mechanism (5), but how MEF2
is regulated under basal conditions without overt
toxicity is unknown. Autophagy refers to the degradation of intracellular components by lysosomes.
Relative to macro- and microautophagy, chaperonemediated autophagy (CMA) selectively degrades
cytosolic proteins (6). This process involves binding of heat shock protein Hsc70 to substrate proteins via a KFERQ-like motif and their subsequent
targeting to lysosomes via the lysosomal membrane
receptor Lamp2a. Dysregulation of autophagy
plays a role in neurodegeneration (7–9). However,
the direct mechanism by which CMA modulates
neuronal survival or death is unclear.
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Our results suggest that peer discussion can
be effective for understanding difficult concepts
even when no one in the group initially knows
the correct answer. In a postsemester survey (n =
98 responding), students reported an average
of three participants in their peer discussion
groups. If students who knew the answer to Q1
were randomly distributed throughout the classroom, then on the difficult questions (Fig. 1B),
more than half of the 84 groups would have included no one who knew the correct answer to Q1
(naïve groups). Statistical analysis (see supporting
online text) shows that some students who answered Q2 correctly must have come from naïve
groups.
Student opinion supported the view that having
someone in the group who knows the correct
answer is unnecessary. On an end-of-year survey
(n = 328 responding), 47% of students disagreed
with the statement: “When I discuss clicker
questions with my neighbors, having someone
in the group who knows the correct answer is
necessary in order to make the discussion productive.” Representative comments from these
students included the following: “Often when
talking through the questions, the group can figure out the questions without originally knowing
the answer, and the answer almost sticks better
that way because we talked through it instead of
just hearing the answer.” “Discussion is productive when people do not know the answers because you explore all the options and eliminate
the ones you know can’t be correct.”
This study supports the substantial value of
student peer discussion as an effective means of
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Supporting Text
Supplemental material on limiting data analysis to students who answered all three
questions (Q1, Q1ad, and Q2).
Data analysis was limited to students who answered all three questions of an
isomorphic pair of questions (Q1, Q1ad, and Q2). Students were given participation
points regardless of their answer, but they had to answer at least 75% of the questions
asked in a given class to get their participation points for that day. Therefore there was
an incentive to answer every question even if students were unsure of the correct answer.
For students who answered at least one but not all of the clicker questions in the
isomorphic question series, on average: 3% (SE 1%) did not answer Q1, 8% (SE 1%) did
not answer Q1ad, and 3% (SE 1%) did not answer Q2. We suspect that the proportion of
missing data is higher for Q1ad because during discussion students had trouble hearing
when it was time to vote or forgot to vote.
Supplemental material on ranking the questions according to Q1 difficulty.
Ranking the questions by Q1 raises the possibility that regression to the mean
could explain our results. To investigate this, we assessed the impact of ranking the pairs
by Q1 and looked at anomalies in the ranking of Q2 (Table S2). There were only two
anomalies.
The first anomaly is the maternal effect question pair shown in Figure S1. This
question has a Q1 percent correct (20%) that ranks it as difficult (this question is the
fourth most difficult Q1 asked), but a Q2 percent correct (72%) that is similar to the
medium difficulty questions. Our observations of student discussion indicated that
students answered individual Q1 as if it were asking about a normal Mendelian
inheritance pattern [the most popular answer to Q1 was (c) 25%], but when given a
chance to talk with their neighbors they quickly realized that the inheritance pattern
would be different because they were dealing with a maternal effect. Therefore, student
discussion had an abnormally large positive impact on the maternal effect isomorphic
question pair.
The second anomaly is the two-point cross question pair shown in Supplemental
Figure 1. This question has a Q1 percent correct (40%) that ranks it as medium (this
question is the fifth most difficult Q1 asked), but a Q2 percent correct (37%) that is the
lowest we observed for any Q2 in our study. Our observations of student discussion in
class, as well as during independent one-on-one interviews, revealed that students have a
persistent difficulty with the concept in this question pair. Students assume that the
normal alleles or versions of two linked genes must be together on one chromosome and
the mutant alleles must be together on the other copy of the chromosome. Consequently,
for the two-point cross isomorphic question pair, student discussion only served to
confirm this misconception. This was the only isomorphic question pair in our study
where peer discussion was ineffective.
Supplemental material on statistical analyses
To determine whether all students who answered Q2 correctly for the difficult
questions were instructed by students who correctly answered Q1 (Figure 1b), we used
the following model. If the students who answered individual Q1 correctly (see Table
S3) were randomly distributed throughout the classroom (binomial distribution), they

1

would be represented in less than half the peer discussion groups. Even if we make the
best-case assumption that during peer discussion students who answered Q1 correctly
were successful in teaching their group members such that all of them answered Q2
correctly, the predicted number of correct Q2 answers is significantly lower than the
observed number of correct Q2 answers (ave. χ2=27.3, df=1, p<0.05) (Table S3).

2

Three-point Cross Question Q1/Q1ad (ranked as easy): Phenotypically wild-type
female flies heterozygous for each of three different mutations [purple eyes (pr), dumpy
wings (dp), and hairy (h)] were crossed to male flies that have purple eyes, have dumpy
wings, and are hairy. The number of progeny in eight different phenotypic classes is:
Wild-type = 298
Hairy = 8
Purple eyes = 28
Dumpy wings = 161

Dumpy wings & Hairy = 30
Vision defects & Purple eyes = 165
Dumpy wings & Purple eyes = 10
Dumpy wings, Purple eyes, & Hairy = 300

Which of the three genes is in the middle?
A. hairy
B. purple
C. dumpy
Three-point Cross Question Q2: Phenotypically wild-type female flies heterozygous
for each of three different mutations [curly wings (c), short bristles (b), and sepia eyes
(s)] were crossed to male flies that have curly wings, short bristles, and sepia eyes. The
number of progeny in eight different phenotypic classes is:
Wild-type = 446
Curly wings = 42
Sepia eyes = 2
Short bristles = 10

Sepia eyes & Curly wings= 10
Sepia eyes & Short bristles = 40
Short bristles & Curly wings = 1
Sepia eyes, Curly Wings, & Short bristle = 449

Which of the three genes is in the middle?
A. curly
B. short bristle
C. sepia

3

Two-point Cross Question Q1/Q1ad (ranked as medium):
Wild-type female
b+b

g+g

Black, green eye male
bb gg

X

Progeny:
15 wild-type

36 gray, green
eyes

13 black, green
eyes

36 black, white
eyes

100 total progeny

What is the recombination frequency between black and green?
A) 0.13
b = mutant, black body
B) 0.15
b+ = normal, gray body
C) 0.28
g = mutant, green eye
g+ = normal, white eye
D) 0.49
Normal dominant over mutant for both
E) 0.72

Two-point Cross Question Q2:

All fruit fly pictures from: http://www.exploratorium.edu/exhibits/mutant_flies/mutant_flies.html

What is the recombination frequency between curly and orange?
A) 0.16
c = mutant version of curly
B) 0.31
c+ = normal version of curly
C) 0.49
o = mutant version of orange
o+ = normal version of orange
D) 0.50
Normal dominant over mutant for both
E) 0.69

4

Mode of inheritance Question Q1/Q1ad (ranked as difficult): Here is a pedigree of a
family with Charcot Marie-Tooth (CMT) disease and a gel with the results of PCR
amplification of the S21 microsatellite. S21 is tightly linked to the gene that causes CMT
when mutated.
I.
1

2

II.
1

3

2

I-1 I-2 II-1 II-2 II-3

Microsatellite S21
A.
B.
C.

Considering both the pedigree and the microsatellite data, what is the mode of inheritance
for CMT?
A.
Autosomal dominant
B.
Autosomal recessive
C.
X-linked dominant
D.
X-linked recessive
E.
More than one of the above is possible
Mode of inheritance Question Q2: Here is a pedigree of a family with Cardiac Valvular
Dysplasia (CVD) and a gel with the results of PCR amplification of the INT3
microsatellite. INT3 is tightly linked to the gene that causes CVD when mutated.
I.
1

2

II.
1

2

3

I-1 I-2 II-1 II-2 II-3

INT3

4

5

II-4 II-5

A.
B.
C.
D.

Considering both the pedigree and the microsatellite data, what is the mode of inheritance
for CVD?
A.
Autosomal dominant
B.
Autosomal recessive
C.
X-linked dominant
D.
X-linked recessive
E.
More than one of the above is possible
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Maternal Effect Question Q1/Q1ad (ranked as difficult): You are studying Drosophila
mulleri and you discover a maternal effect gene you call nanu. nanu mRNA is localized
to the anterior end of the embryo and promotes the formation of anterior structures.
Mutations in the nanu gene are recessive.
In a cross between two nanu heterozygotes, how many of the embryos will have defects
in their anterior structures?
A. 100%
B. 50%
C. 25%
D. 0%
Maternal Effect Q2: You are studying Drosophila mulleri and you discover a maternal
effect gene you call nanu. nanu mRNA is localized to the anterior end of the embryo and
promotes the formation of anterior structures. Mutations in the nanu gene are recessive.
In a cross between a nanu/nanu mutant female and a +/+ male, how many of the embryos
will have defects in their anterior structures?
A. 100%
B. 50%
C. 25%
D. 0%

Figure S1. Examples of isomorphic question pairs used to assess gains in conceptual
understanding following peer discussion. Correct responses are underlined.
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Table S1. Demographic information on students in the undergraduate genetics class
(n=350 students from a single one-semester class) who participated in this study.
Category
Demographic Information
Gender
63% female, 37% male
Year in college
34% freshman, 33% sophomore, 16% junior, 16% senior, 1% other
Major
63% biology
Ave. GPA
3.09 +/- 0.03 beginning of course, 3.04 +/- 0.03 end of course
Grade distribution 19% A, 29% B, 28% C, 16% D, 8% F
in genetics course
Table S2. A comparison of Q1 and Q2 correct for the 16 isomorphic question pairs.
Results in bold font indicate an anomaly.
Q1 Difficulty Rank
Q1 Percent Correct Q2 Percent Correct
1 (most difficult)
11%
50%
2
16%
53%
3
18%
51%
4
20%
72%
5
40%
37%
6
44%
74%
7
51%
74%
8
52%
72%
9
54%
76%
10
61%
78%
11
63%
74%
12
73%
84%
13
74%
90%
14
78%
85%
15
79%
96%
16 (least difficult)
93%
96%
Table S3. Chi-square statistic comparing the number of students predicted to answer Q2
correctly based on our model versus the number observed on the four most difficult
questions. All χ2 values are significant at the p<0.05 level, df=1.
Percent
Predicted
Observed
Total
correct on Q1

correct Q2 (n)

correct Q2 (n)

(n)

χ2

p values

11%

63

100

201

31.8

p<0.01

16%

114

147

277

15.9

p<0.01

18%

122

141

275

5.1

p=0.02

20%

125

185

258

56.3

p<0.01
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